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Abstract 
Bartoszynski, T. and S. Shelah, Closed measure zero sets, Annals of Pure and Applied Logic 
58 (1992) 93-110. 
We study the relationship between the u-ideal generated by closed measure zero sets and the 
ideals of null and meager sets. We show that the additivity of the ideal of closed measure zero 
sets is not bigger than covering for category. As a consequence we get that the additivity of the 
ideal of closed measure zero sets is equal to the additivity of the ideal of meager sets. 
1. Introduction 
Let .& and X denote the ideals of meager and null subsets of 2” respectively 
and let 8 be the a-ideal generated by closed measure zero subsets of 2”. It is 
clear that 8 is a proper subideal of JU n X. 
For an ideal 9 of subsets of 2” define 
1. add(,$)=min{ltij: s~G$J&~&I$$}, 
2. cov($)=min{l&l:&~$&UU=22”}, 
3. unif(,$)=min{lXI:Xc2”&X$$} and 
4. cof(~)=min{)~~:~~~&VB~~~A~~B~AA). 
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We can further generalize these definitions and put for a pair of ideals 4 G 3, 
1. add(9,9) = min{].&pel: & E 9 &U & $ $}, 
2. cof($,8;)=min{l~l:~~~&VVBE$3AE~~BAA). 
Let $, be the ideal of finite subsets of 2”. Note that cov(9) = cof(&, $), 
unif(,$) = add(&, $), add($) = add(9, 9) and cof($) = cof($, 8). 
The goal of this paper is to study the relationship between the cardinals defined 
above for the ideals JU, N and 8. We will show that add(A) = add(%) and 
cof(.q = cof( 8). 
It will follow from the inequalities add(8, X) c cov(A) and cof( 8, X) 2 
unif(.M) which will be proved in Section 3. 
Finally in the last section we will present some consistency results-we will 
show the cov(8) may not be equal to max{cov(x), cov(.@} and similarly unif(%) 
does not have to be equal to min{unif(&), unif(.N)}. 
For f, g E ow let fs* g be the ordering of eventual dominance. 
Recall that b is the size of the smallest unbounded family in o” and b is the 
size of the smallest dominating family in o”. 
Throughout this paper we use the standard notation. 
p denotes the standard product measure on 2”. For a tree T E 2’” let [T] be 
the set of branches of T. If T is finite (or has terminal nodes) then [T] denotes the 
clopen subset of 2” determined by maximal nodes of T. Let m(T) = p([T]) in 
both cases. 
IfsETE2<W then T[s] = {t: s-t E T} where s-t denotes the concatenation of s 
and t. ZFC* always denotes some finite fragment of ZFC sufficiently big for our 
purpose. 
We will conclude this section with several results concerning the cardinal 
invariants defined above. 
Theorem 1.1 (Miller [8]). 
(1) add(&) = min{cov(&), b} and cof(&) = max{unif(&), b}, 
(2) add( 8, .4X) s b and cof( 8, A) 3 b. In particular add( %) S b and cof( 8) 2 b, 
(3) cov(.&) s add( 8, X) and unif(A) 2 cof( 8, X). Cl 
We will also use the combinatorial characterizations of cardinals cov(Ju) and 
unif( A). 
Theorem 1.2 (Bartoszynski [2]). (1) cov(~U) is the size of the smallest family 
F c cow such that 
Vg E o” 3f E F V”n f (n) #g(n). 
(2) unif(A) is the size of the smallest family F s ww such that 
Vgew”3f eFil"nf(n)=g(n). 0 
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2. Combinatorics 
In this section we will prove several combinatorial lemmas 
needed later. The following theorem uses the technique from [3]. 
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which will be 
Theorem 2.1. Suppose that { Fv: q < A =C add( 8, N)} is a family of closed measure 
zero sets. Then there exists a partition of w into intervals {in: n E o} and a 
sequence {T,: n E o} such that for all n, T, 5 2jn, 1 T, 1 * 221L1 < 2-” and 
LJ F, c {X E 2”: 3”nx r in E T,}. 
tl’l 
Furthermore, we can require that 
Vq<A3”nF, rinsT, 
whereF, ~i~={sE2L:3xEFvx rr,=s}. 
Proof. Note that if the sequences {in: n E w} and {T,: n E w} satisfy 
conditions then the set {x E 2”: 3% x r I,, E T,} has measure zero. 
For r]<IZandnEWdefine 
F”,={xE~~:~sE~“s~x r(W-n)EFv}. 
By the assumption there exists a measure zero set H c 2” such that 
U U F”,sH. q-CA IIEW 
Lemma 2.2 (Oxtoby [lo]). Th ere exists a sequence of finite sets (H,,: n 
thatH,c2”, C,“=llH,l.2-“<wandH~{x~20:3”nx InEH,,}. 
the above 
E o) such 
Proof. Since H has measure zero there are open sets (G,,: n E 0) covering H 
such that p(G,J < 27 for n E o. Represent each set G,, as a disjoint union of 
open basic intervals 
G,, = mo, [s:] for n E w. 
Let H,, = {s E 2”: s = s: for some k, 1 E o} for n E o. It follows that 
CL, lHnl .2?’ c C,“=, ,u(G,J c 1. If x E H then x E n,,, G,,. Therefore x 1 n E F, 
must hold for infinitely many n. 0 (Lemma 2.2) 
Therefore 
lJ lJ F”,c{xE2W:3”nx rn~H,}. 
n<l tzEO 
For every n < A. define an increasing sequence (kz: n E o) as follows: k,‘j = 0 and 
for n E 0, 
ki+, = min{m: F:‘siG 
: 
[Hj]}. 
Since sets F”, are compact this definition is correct. 
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We will need an increasing sequence (k,: n E w ) such that 
V77<A3”n3mk,,<k~<k~,,<k,,,, 
and 
2k.. 2 %<i. 
j=k,+l 
2’ .2”’ 
To construct such a sequence we will use the following lemma: 
Lemma 2.3. Suppose that M L ZFC* and IMI < b. Then there exists a function 
g E w w such that either 
Vf l Mflo~3”n3mg(2n)<f(m)<f(m+l)<g(2n+l) 
or 
Vf E M fl w” 3”n 3m g(2n + 1) <f(m) <f (m + 1) < g(2n + 2). 
Proof. Let g E o” be an increasing function such that g =$* f for f E M fl ww. We 
will show that g has the required properties. 
Suppose not. Let fi , f2 E M n o w be such that for all n, 
l[g(2n), g(2n + l)] n ran( c 1 and 
l[g@ + 11, gP + 2)l n ran(fd c 1. 
We will get a contradiction by constructing a function f E M fl W” which 
dominates g. 
Define f (0) =5(O) ‘g(O) and f (1) =f2(0) >g(l). Let I, = min{l: f,(1) >fi(l)} 
and put f (2) =fi(O Now f (2) >g(2) since f2(1) >g(2). Let 1, = min{l: f2(1) > 
fi(lI + 1)) and let f (3) =$X4 >gV) since f,(l, + 1) > g(3). And so on . . . . 
In general define the sequence (I, : n E CO) as 1,, = 0 and 
1 2n+l = min{l:fi(l) >fXL + 1)) 
and 
1 2n+2 = min{l:f#) >fi(12n+I  1)). 
Let 
fi(fn) if n is even, 
f (n ’ ‘) = (ficln) if n is odd. 
It is clear that f E M. Easy induction shows that f dominates g. Contradiction. 
0 (Lemma 2.3) 
To get the desired sequence (k,: n E CO) take a model M b ZFC* containing 
(H,:ncw) and {F,:rl<A}. Since A<add(kY,X)<b we can assume that 
[MI < b. Apply the above lemma to get a function g and define k, = g(n) for 
n E w. It is clear that this is the sequence we are looking for. 
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Now define for n E o, 
r, = ]k2n-1r Ltll 
and 
T, = {s E 2% 3j E [kZn, k 2n+,] 3 E H, s 11, = t r r,}. 
Note that for every 12, 
i<2,,, . 
2’11 . yy+ 
To finish the proof fix q < A and k E o. By the construction there exists n > k 
and m E w such that 
Suppose that s E Fv 1 j,. Then there exists x E Fzz such that s G X. Furthermore, 
there exists j E [kz, kz,, ) such that n 1 j E Hi. It follows that s E T,. 
Cl (Theorem 2.1) 
Now we will prove another combinatorial lemma describing the structure of 
closed measure zero sets. 
Let {&: IZ E w} be a partition of o into disjoint intervals such that ]1,( > n. 
For n < m let 
W,,, = {s: dom(s)c[n, m]&Vjedom(s)s(j)EI,}. 
For every s E Seq,,, define 
C, = {t: dam(t) = ,Gn 4 & Vj E dam(s) t(s( j)) = O}. 
For k, j E w let 
C, = {tE25:t(k)=O} ifkEJ, 
k 
1 25 otherwise. 
Note that we can identify the set C, with I-Iim_, Cicj, in the following way: 
tee, f-, 3(t,,t,+ ,,..., tm)E~c~.(j)t=t,^t,+l-...-t~. 
j=n 
Fix n<m and let Z=InUIn+lU--- U Z,. Suppose that T s 2’ is a finite tree 
such that 
1. Vs E T 3 E T (s G t & ItI = IZI), 
2. m(T) G 1. 
Lemma 2.4. Suppose that for some s E Seq,,,, C, = n,T=,, Ci,,j, c T. Then there 
exists k E [n, m) and t E T n II;:: C~cj, (if k = n then t = 0) such that 
Vt’EC&,m(T[t-t’])> * mUPI). 
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Proof. Suppose not. We build by induction a sequence (tj: j E [n, m - 11) such 
that tj E C~cj, and m(T[t,-t,,,]) =S (1 +2-j) . m(T[t,]) for j < m. 
After m - 1 many steps we get that 
m(T[tn-tn+I-~ * * -t~-I])=Sm(T)~mfi’(l+~)<~. 
j=n 
Therefore there is t, E C&, - T[tn-tn+I- . . . -t,,_I]. This is a contradiction since 
t=t,,-t,,+,-.a.-t,,,EC,-T. 0 
Suppose that t E T and ItI = ILJik_,hI for some k E [n, m). Let 
s:+r = 1 E &+I: Vt’ E ,;+I 
1 
m(T[t-t’]) > (1 + -$) ’ m(T[t])}. 
Note that the sets { Cf+‘: 1 E I,,,} are independent. Therefore the set 
has measure at least 
(1 - -pF:+‘l) . ( 1 + $) . m(T[t]). 
Since this set is included in T[t] we get 
(1 - p*+“> . (1 + $) G 1. 
Therefore 
($+‘I <k + 1. 
Let Sk+’ = {I E &+r: 3 E Tl E SF+‘}. Then 
ISk+‘l s (k + 1) . fi 2”‘. 
j=n 
Also if t = 0 then define 
Similarly we get ISl;l G n + 1. 
Note that in particular we get that the size of Sk does not depend on the size of 
I k. 
Combining 2.4 with the observations above we get the following: 
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Lemma 2.5. Suppose that Z = Z,, U Z, + 1 U - * * U Z,,, and T E 2’ such that m(T) < $. 
Then there exists a sequence (Sk : k E [n, m]) such that 
(1) Sk c zk for k E [n, m], 
(2) lSkl c (k + 1) * HF:,j 2’4’ for k E (n, m] and IS”1 c n + 1, 
(3) for every s E Seq_, if C, c T then there exists k E [n, m] such that 
s(k)ESk. 0 
We conclude this section with a theorem of Miller which gives an upper bound 
for cov(8, A). We will prove it here for completeness. 
Theorem 2.6 (Miller [S]). add(8, X) C b and cof(8, N) 3 5. 
Proof. Suppose that HE 2” is a measure zero set. Using 2.2, we can find 
a sequence (H,: n E 0) such that H, G 2”, Cz=, lHnl * 2~” c $ and 
H~{~E2~:3”nx InEH,}. 
Define for n E o, 
fH(n) =min(m: 2 y<f}. 
j=l?l 
Suppose that f E 0”’ is an increasing function. Let 
Gf = {x E 2”: Vnx(f(n)) = O}. 
Clearly Gf is a closed measure zero set. 
Lemma 2.7. Zf fH s * f then Gf $ H. 
Proof. Suppose that fH< *f. Without loss of generality we can assume that 
fH(n) <f(n) for all n. For n E w define 
Ei, = {s E2 fH(n+l): 3j E [fH(n), fH(n + 1)) 3 E Hj s r j = t}. 
Note that for all n, 
[H,] = fHfil) [zq and m(fin) c 4-“. 
i=frr(n) 
By compactness, if G, s H then for some n, 
fF n+l) 
Gf G bl 141 =,yn [Hi]. 
We will show that this inclusion fails for every n which will give a contradiction. 
Fix n E w. Note that it is enough to find s E 2fH(“+1) such that s(f (j)) = 0 and 
S r fH(j + 1) $ Hj for j s 12. 
We will use the following simple construction. 
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Lemma 2.8. Suppose that n, < n2 < n3 and that T c 21”‘.“” is such that m(T) = 
a < 1. For I E [n,, n3] let C, = {s E 2’“zV nl: s(f) = O}. Then for every 1 E [n,, n3] 
there exists s E C, such that the set T[s] = {t E 2i”‘,“z): t-s E T} has measure c2a. 
Proof. Fix 1 E [nz, m3] and choose s such that m(T[s]) is minimal. 
If T[s] = 0 we are done. Otherwise 
m(T) > $ . m(T[s]). 
It follows that m(T[s]) s 2a. Cl (Lemma 2.8) 
We will build by induction sequences s,, s,-, , . . . , s,, and sets 
HA, H,‘_, , . . _ , If/, such that for all j G n, 
1. dom(sj) = ]f~(j)~ f~(j + I)), 
2. HI c 2f”(i+l) 
3. miH;[s,l) < 2 . m(Hl). 
Let HL = fin and let s, E 21frr(n)sf,f(n+‘)) be th e sequence obtained by applying 2.8 
to HL and Cfcn,. 
Suppose that H~_j and S,-j are already constructed. Let 
HL_,_, = H,_j-r u H,:_j[s,_j] 
and let S,-j-1 be the sequence obtained by applying 2.8 to H,:-j-l and Cf(n-j-1). 
Lets=s,,^s,^...-s,. Note that s(f(j)) = 0 for all j G n. We have to check that 
s rfH(j + 1) $ fij for j < n. Suppose this is not true. Pick minimal j such that 
s rfH(j + 1) = s~~-s,~. - . -s, e El,. 
By the choice of sj we have 
_ ^ 
s,,s, ... -sj_l E H,_, u H,[s,]. 
Since j was minimal, 
_ _ 
sgs, e.9 -Sj-1 E Hj[Sj]. 
Proceeding like that we get that 
^ ^ 
sgs1 *** -Sj-2 E Hj[S,][Sj_,]. 
Finally 
$0 E @[sj][sj-I] * * . [s,] E ffh 
which is a contradiction. Cl (Lemma 2.7) 
Now we are ready to finish the proof of the theorem. Suppose that F G ow is a 
dominating family which consists of increasing functions. Consider the set 
UreFGf. We claim that this set does not have measure zero. It follows from the 
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fact that if H is a measure zero set then there exists f E F such that fn<* f. In 
particular Gf $ H. 
Similarly, if 93 E X is a family of size <b then there exists f E o w such that 
VHebf,s*f. 
Thus Gf $ H for any H E 9% Cl (Theorem 2.6) 
3. Cohen reals from closed measure zero sets 
The goal of this section is to prove that add(8, X) = cov(.M). In fact we have 
the following: 
Theorem 3.1. (1) add( 8, N) = cov(.M). In particular, add( 8) = add(A). 
(2) cof( 8, X) = u&(.4). In particular, cof( 8) = cof(.M). 
Proof. Note that by 1.1 and 2.6, we get 
add(A) = min{cov(.M), b} < add( %‘, .N) s 6. 
Therefore the equality add( 8) = add(&) follows from the inequality add( 8, X) G 
cov(A). 
Similarly, to show that cof(8) = cof(.A) we have to check that cof(8, X) 2 
unif(.A). 
(1) add( ‘8, X) 6 cov(.N). 
By the first part of 1.2, it is enough to prove that for every family F E w” of 
size < add( 8, A%) there exists a function g E w w such that 
Vf E F 3”n f (n) = g(n). 
Fix a family F as above. 
For every f E F let 
f’(n)=max{f(i):i<n}+l fornEW. 
We will need two increasing sequences {m,, I,,: IZ E o} such that 
1. rn” = lo = 0, 
2. l,+r=I”+2”~*(n+l), 
3. Vf E F 3”n m,,, >f’(l,+J”” + m,. 
The existence of these sequences follows from the fact that IFI < b. 
Let Z, = [m,, m,+l ) and J, = [I,, I,+,) f or n E CO. Without loss of generality we 
can assume that [Z,[ = K?’ for some K, E CO. Thus we can identify elements of Z,, 
with K$. 
For every f E F and n E w define f(n) = f 1 .ln. By the choice of sequences 
(I,, .Z,: n E w) we have 
Vf E F 3=nj(n) E Z,. 
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Using the notation from previous section, define for f E F, 
Note that the sets C, are closed sets of measure zero. 
Since IFI < add( 8, X), the set UfEF C, has measure zero. 
By 2.1, there exist sequences (Zn, T,: n E co) such that for all n, T, G 2L, 
IT,,1 - 2-li’ < 2-” and 
Vf E F 3% C, 1 in G Tn. 
Moreover, without loss of generality we can assume that whenever Z,,, II i, # 0 
thenZ ci forn,mEm. m- n 
We will build the function g E w” we are looking for from the sequences 
(T,: n E co) and (Zn: n E o). 
For every it let u, E o be such that 
in = z,, u z,,+~ u . . . u z~,+~-,. 
Note that for f E F and n E o, 
Now we are ready to define function g. For every 12 we will define g 1 i,, using the 
set Tn. 
Fix IZ E o and consider the set T, c 2’.. By 2.5 there exists a sequence 
(Sk: k E [v,, v,+~)) such that 
1. Sk E Z, for k E [u,, %+I), 
2. 
k-l 
ISkl G (k + 1) * n 2’4’ for k E (v,, v,+~) and IS”nl <it + 1, 
j=n 
3. for every s E Seq,a,,m+,-I, if C, G T then there exists k E [v,, u,+~) such 
that s(k) E Sk. 
Note that for every k E [u,, u,+J, 
k-l k-l 
ISkI s (k + 1). n 2 ‘4 G (k + 1) . n 2mj+l-m~ c (k + 1) . 2”j < IJkl. 
j=n j=n 
We can view Sk as a subset of K2 of size <IZkl. For k E [v,, v,+ ,) let sk E K* be 
such that 
Vt E Sk 31 E Jk Sk(l) = t(l). 
Define 
g 11, =sun-. . . -sun+~-l. 
Note that g r I,, ‘diagonalizes’ all sets Sk for k E [v,, v,+~). 
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Now we are ready to finish the proof. Suppose that f E F. Therefore there 
exists infinitely many n such that 
C, r r, = Cj I [v,,v,+,) c T,. 
In particular there exists k E [II,, v,,+J such that f(k) =f r Jk E Sk. Thus there 
exists j E Jk such that 
f(i) = s”(i) = g(i) 
which finishes the proof of the first part of the theorem. Note that we only used 
the fact that m(T,) s t for IZ E w. 
(2) unif(.A) C cof( 8, .A). 
To prove this inequality we have to ‘dualize’ the above argument. Suppose that 
$8 c X is a family of size Iz witnessing that cof( 8, .N) = A. We will construct a 
family F E w” of size A such that 
Vf E o” 3g E F 3-n f (n) = g(n). 
By 1.2, this will finish the proof. 
Since cof( 8, N) > b we can find a family G E o o of size A which is unbounded 
and consists of increasing functions. 
Let G = {f,: r~ < A} and 9 = {& : q < A}. Without loss of generality we can 
assume that 
H,={xE2?3”nx rnEH:} 
where CzC1 IHzl - 27 < 00. For every E, r) < h and n E o define 
and 
&E$ = [f,(2n - l), f,(2n + l)] 
T,5,” = {s E i;‘? 3j E [f,(2n), f,(2n + l)] 3 E H,% r I$” = t r i,p”}. 
Let 
Arguing as in the proof of 2.1, we show that for every closed measure zero set 
FE 2” there exists (f, ?I) E W such that 
3”n F 1 i$” E Ts*‘). n 
Let V be the set of triples (5, n, y) E A3 such that (5, n) E W and the partition 
([fYWJ f,(n + 1)): n E o) is finer than (ij$? n E o). 
For every triple (Zj, n, y) E V let gE3qvy E w” be the function g defined in the 
proof above. 
Let 
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We will show that this family has required properties. Suppose that f E o”. Find 
y, 6 < A such that 
1. fa(n + 1) af&z) + 2h’“’ * (n + l), 
2. 3”nf$z + 1) >f’(fs(n + l)pcn+l) +f,(n) 
where f’(n) = max{f(l), . . . , f(n)} + 1. 
Define Z, = [f,(n),fY(n + 1)) and J, = [fs(n),fs(n + 1)) for n E or). As in the 
above part we have 
Ynj(n) E z,. 
Now we can find (5, r~) E W such that 
3”n C, 1 Ze,” E T5*” n n . 
It follows that 
3”nf(n) =&-Y(n) 
which finishes the proof. 0 
We conclude this section with two applications. 
In [9] it is proved that: 
Theorem 3.2 (Miller [9]). add(X) =S 6 and cof(X) 3 b. q 
Theorem 3.3 (Bartoszynski [l], Raisonnier, Stern [ll]). add(X) <add(&) and 
cof(X) G= cof(.A). 
Proof. We have 
add(X) s min(6, add(8, N)} = min(6, cov(A)} = add(A). 
Similarly 
cof(X) > max{ b, cof( 8, A”)} = max{b, unif(A)} = cof(.M). 0 
Also we get another proof of the main result from [4]: 
Theorem 3.4 (Bartoszynski, Judah [4]). cf(cov(&)) > add(X). 
Proof. Clearly cf(add(8, X)) 2 add(X). •i 
4. Cardinals cov(8) and unif(8) 
In this section we will prove some results concerning the covering number of g. 
Most of the results are implicit in [3] and [5]. 
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Let us start with the following easy observation. 
Lemma 4.1. (1) Every null set can be covered by b many closed null sets. 
(2) Every null set of size <b can be covered by a null set of type F,. 
Proof. Suppose that G is a null subset of 2”. As in 2.2, we can assume that 
G={xE2°:3Znx InEF,} 
where C,“= 11 F, 1 * 2-” < 00. For every x E G let fx E ww be an increasing enumera- 
tion of the set {n E CO: x r n E F,}. For a strictly increasing function f E LO”’ let 
Gf = {x E 2”: V”n 3m E [n, f (n)] x r m E F,}. 
It is clear that for every f E w” the set Gf G G is a measure zero set of type F,. 
Notice also that if fx 6* f then x E Gf 
(1) Let Fso” be a dominating family of size b which consists of increasing 
functions. Then by the above remarks 
G =fUF”I E 
(2) Suppose that X E G is a set of size <b. Let f be an increasing function 
which dominates all functions {fx: x E X}. Then X G G,. 0 
As a corollary we get: 
Theorem 4.2. (1) Zf cov(.A) = b then cov(8) = max{cov(&), cov(X)}. 
(2) Zf unif(N) = b then unif(8) = min{unif(.&), unif(&“)}. 
Proof. Since 8 E JH n JV we have 
cov( 8) 3 max{ cov(.M), cov(X)} 
and 
unif(8) G min{unif(.d), unif(N)}. 
By the previous lemma 
max{cov(.H), b} 3 cov( 8) 
and 
unif( a) 3 min { unif( .N) , b} 
which finishes the proof. 0 
Suppose that f E o o and Cz=i 2-f’“’ < 03. Define 
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and let xf = nr=, 2f(“). 
Notice that Z; c ZZjj 
For cp E Z; U IIf define define set Hq E 2” as follows: 
Let k,=1+2+** . +f(n) for n E o. Identify natural numbers ~2~“’ with O-l 
sequences of length f(n) and define 
Hq = {x E 2”: V”n x 1 [k,, k,+i) E q(n)}. 
Note that 
For x E 2”, define h,(n) =x 1 [k,, k,,,) for n E o. Clearly h, corresponds to an 
element of xf 
Finally we have 
x E HpI @ V”nh,(n) E q(n). 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that C E 8. Then there exists f E co” and Q, E Zf such that 
C&H,. 
Proof. Suppose that C G 2” is a null set of type F,. Represent C as lJ,,, C, 
where ( C,: n E o ) is an increasing family of closed sets of measure zero. Define 
sequence (k,: n E w ) as follows: k0 = 0 and 
k n+l =min m>k,:3T,G2” 
I ( 
ITnl 1 
C,E[T,,]&~G- 
4k” >I 
. 
Let Z, = [k,, k,,,) and .Z,, = {s 1 Z,. s~T,}forn~~. WecanseethatforallneW 
We also have 
Fc{xE2?Vmnx ~I,EJ,,}=H~ 
where f (n) = IZ,l and v(n) = J,, for all n. By the above remarks cp E &. •i 
For an increasing function g E o o define g* E w” as g*(O) = 0 and g*(n + 1) = 
&f*(n) + 1). 
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Lemma 4.4. Suppose that f, g E o o are increasing functions and Q? E Z; 
(1) Zf f s * g then there exists + E -Eg* such that H@ E H, . 
(2) Zf g $* f then there exists q E ZQ such that Hv E H,. 
Proof. Let Z, = [f(n), f(n i- 1)) and Z,* = [g*(n), g*(n + 1)) for n E CO. Note that 
iff=#*g then 
V”n 3m Z, E Z,* 
and ifg$*f then 
3”n 3mZ,sZn*. 
Define 
{sE2’~:3m(Z,cZ,*&s 1Z,Eq(m))} if3mZ,cZ,*, 
otherwise. 
It follows that w E + in the first case and ?,!.J E ZZg* in the second case. Moreover, 
the inclusion HpI 5 Hv is an immediate consequence of the above definition. Cl 
As a consequence we get: 
Theorem 4.5. Suppose that {FE : 5 < K} is a family of elements of 8. 
(1) Zf K < b then there exists a function g E o o and a family { ~1~: 5 -=c K} c 2” 
such that FE E H,, for lj < K. 
(2) Zf K < b then there exists a function g E w o and a family { pE: E < K} E I& 
such that FE E H,, for C$ < K. q 
The following fact follows immediately from 4.5. 
Theorem 4.6. Zf cov( 8) < 13 then there exists f E o w such that cov( ‘8) is equal to 
the size of the smallest family Y c Z$ such that 
WhEXf3WE YVnh(n)E~(n). 0 
As a corollary we get the following: 
Theorem 4.7 (Miller). Zf cov( 27) G b then cf(cov( 8)) > X0. 
Proof. Suppose that cf(cov(8)) = KO. Since b has uncountable cardinality we have 
cov( 8) < b. By 4.6 under this assumption there exists g E ww such that cov( %) is 
the size of the smallest family Y c Z7g such that 
Wh E xp 31# E Y V”n h(n) E q(n). 
Assume that Y is the smallest family having above properties and let { Yn: n E o} 
be an increasing family such that Y = lJn,, Yn and 1 !Pnl < 1 WI for all n E w. 
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By the assumption for every m E w there exists a function h, E xc: such that 
Vm V~J E Y’m 3-n h,(n) $ q(n). 
Forr&rEdefinek$=OandfornEo 
k:+, = min{m > k,W: Vj s IZ 3i E [k,W, m) h,(i) $ q(i)}. 
Since ( Y[ < b we can find an increasing function r E ow such that 
Vtj~ E Y 3”n k,W s r(n). 
Let h = h, 1 [r*(O), r*(l))-h, 1 [r*(l), r*(2))-h, 1 [r*(2), r*(3))-. . . . 
Fix I/J E Y. By the assumption about r we have 
3-n 3m > II r*(n) < kz < k$+, < r*(n + 1). 
But this means that 
3i E [r(n), r(n + 1)) h,+,(i) = h(i) $ q(i). 
Since I$ is an arbitrary element of Y it finishes the proof. q 
5. Consistency results 
The goal of this section is to show that cov(‘8) > max{cov(J), cov(Ju)} and 
unif(%) < min{unif(X), unif(JU)} are both consistent with ZFC. We use the 
technique developed in [7]. 
Lemma 5.1. Suppose that 9 is a notion of forcing satisfying ccc. Let c be a 
P-name for an element of 8. 
(1) If 9’ does not add dominating reals then there exists f E 0’” n V and a 
P-name + such that IkP @ E I$ and It9 c c H,. 
(2) If 9 is CO”-bounding then there exists f E ww n V and a CP-name Cp such that 
II-+i,eZ;and I~,CGH,. 
Proof. Follows immediately from 4.4. Cl 
Definition 5.2. Suppose that N It ZFC*. A function x E 2” is called N-big iff 
xeU(gnW 
We say that a partial ordering 9’ satisfying ccc is good if for every model 
N < H(X) and every filter G which is P-generic over V, if x E 2” is N-big then x is 
N[G]-big. 
Let B denote the random real forcing. 
Theorem 5.3. B is good. 
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Proof. Suppose that x is N-big. Let c E N be a B-name for an element of 8. 
Since B is o “-bounding, by 5.1, we can find a function f E w o n N and a B-name 
@ E N for an element of Zf such that ItB 6 E H,. 
For s E 2@’ define B,,, = [IS E @(n)le. Let 
Note that since 
we get that 
Suppose that p IFB Vn 2 m x r n E c@(n). Find k such that ,u(p) 2 2-k. Since x is 
N-big there exists it 3 k such that s^ =x I I,, $ q(n). In particular, ,u(B,,,-) < 2-k. 
Let 4 =p - B,,,-. It is clear that 
4 IkBX 1 L $ (-0) 
which gives a contradiction. 0 
Lemma 5.4. (1) Zf B and 2 are good forcing notations then 9 * 2 is good. 
(2) if {PCr, 3,: cy < S} is a finite support iteration such that 
(a) It, 2, is good, 
(b) It-, “0 o fl V is unbounded”, 
then LP6 = lim,,, 9, is good. 
Proof. The first part is obvious. We will prove the second part by induction on 6. 
Without loss of generality we can assume that 6 is a limit ordinal. Suppose that 
the lemma is true for (Y < 6. Let N < H(X) be a model and let c be a g-name for 
an element of ‘8 fl N. It is well known that under the assumptions g6 does not 
add dominating reals. Therefore there exists f E cow n N and a Pa-name @ for an 
element of IIf such that 
Its cc H,. 
Assume that x is N-big and suppose that for some p E CP6, 
P k5 Vn > 4 x 1 [f(n), f (n + 1)) E @@I. 
Define a sequence (pn: n E w), (k,: n E w) EN and q E fl,such that 
1. p =po=Sp,Sp2S. * f ) 
2. pm+1 lb W s k, @(iI = di), 
3. pn+l Its 3j E [k,, k,,,] Iv(j)1 . 2f”’ c 4-j. 
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Since x is N-big there exists m > q, such that x r [f(m), f(m + 1)) B q(m). 
Therefore pm Itx 1 [f(m), f(m + 1)) 4 e(m). In particular, 
P ULx r [f(m), fb + 1)) e f+(m) 
which is a contradiction. Cl 
Theorem 5.5. It is consistent with ZFC that 
unif( 8) < min { u&(N), unif( A)}. 
Proof. Let Pm, be a finite support iteration of length CC)~ of random real forcing. 
Let G be a Pm,-generic filter over a model V b GCH. Since Pm, adds random and 
Cohen reals we have V[G] k unif(A) = unif(N) = Hz. We will show that V[G] k 
unif( 8) = K,. It is enough to show that V[G] k 2” fl V I$ 8. 
Suppose that C E V[G] fl SE. Let C be a P,,-name for C. Let N <H(X) be a 
countable model containing C and Pm,. Since N is countable, there exists 
x E 2” fl V which is N-big. By 5.4, x is also N[G]-big. In particular x $ C. 0 
Theorem 5.6. It is consistent with ZFC that 
cov( %) > max{cov(.M), cov(.A)}. 
Proof. Let Pw, be a finite support iteration of length w1 of random real forcing. 
Let G be a !?Pw,-generic f lter over a model V k cov( %) = Hz. 
It is clear that V[G] kcov(.N) = cov(A) = X1. We will show that V[G] k 
cov( a) = N$2. 
Suppose that {C,: 5 < oi} cV[G] n 8. Let C, be a 6Pw,-name for C,. Let 
N < H(X) be a model of size X1 containing all names Cm and ?Pw,. Since 
Vk cov(8) > K1 there exists x E 2” rl V which is N-big. By 5.4, x is also N[G]-big. 
In particular, x $ lJ5<o, Ct. 0 
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